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More than Minor
Struggles
About the Developers

Susie Reynolds Reece has developed trainings, educational programming, and
strategic efforts both in the community and for organizations and agencies. Her
varied involvement ranges from direct training of youth to active military
personnel and first responder agencies. Her consulting efforts have resulted in
millions of dollars of grants, donations, and awards being raised by the
organizations she has contracted with, not to mention countless individual
interventions and mental health support connections. Reece is also a seasoned
inspirational speaker, resiliency coach, suicide prevention strategist, consultant,
and published author.
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As Founder & CEO of Speak Fearlessly Always, a consulting and social issues
awareness organization, Reece appreciates the crucial need for mental health
resiliency awareness on a professional level. She also understands it all too well
personally. Susie dealt with major depression stemming from multiple traumas
and losses suffered during her early childhood.
Reece’s lived experience inspires others to overcome the fear that deters most
from expressing their truth. Her life’s work inspires others to safely engage in the
healing process that occurs upon sharing the challenging stories of their lives,
while strengthening mental health resilience.
Learn more about Susie on her website: susiereece.org
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More than Minor
Struggles
About this Book

This book is part of a youth mental health education program. The More than
Minor Struggles training is intended to educate youth on various mental
health and wellbeing issues that could impact their lives and the lives of their
peers. The More than Minor Struggles training incorporates basic education
of illnesses, help-seeking strategies, systems navigation tips for those seeking
care, self-care skills, and language and terminology guidance.
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The MoreNOT
than MinorFOR
Struggles (MtMS)
training
can help
equip youth with the
language and tools needed to recognize early signs of mental health-related
issues so they can become empowered to seek or offer help before a crisis or
critical situation. The MtMS training enlists formal education strategies,
interactive, age-relevant, and engaging activities, and social learning through
experiential components.

It is unique in both its development and delivery as it was wholly intended for
high-school and college-aged youth. This training is ideal for any organization,
agency, group, or individual who is wanting to learn, or facilitate education,
about various mental health-related issues, become an informed advocate, or
establish a strong foundation for mental health and wellbeing programming.
The More than Minor Struggles book can be used as a stand-alone general
awareness book but is best used alongside the training course when
delivered by a MtMS trainer.
Only certified MtMS trainers are eligible to deliver the program. Any non-authorized persons found to be delivering
or distributing the content without licensing rights are subject to legal action.

This program will share basic information regarding a variety of issues related to
our overall wellbeing. It is built into three sections with the first section being
mental health. Each mental health topic contains information regarding available
treatments, information about professionals, self-care strategies, and various
ways we can offer support.
The second section is dedicated to connection, both interpersonal and
intrapersonal. Each connection topic contains information regarding basic
information, ways to deepen connections, and strategies for awareness and
empowerment.
The third and final section is dedicated to help. This section covers how to ask for,
offer, and seek out professional help. Each topic offers insight into how best to
navigate the vulnerable and overwhelming space created when we find ourselves
struggling.
The content includes both a participant book and corresponding guidebook.
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As we learn about each topic, be thinking of how these issues may impact you or
those around you. While you may not have experienced or know about every
issue, learning about each will allow you to raise your awareness, hold deeper
conversations, and influence change in your social worlds.
Most importantly remember, for some, these may be more than minor struggles
but together we can lessen their negative impacts.

More than Minor
Struggles

About this Book

Topic Breakdown
Basic Information

General information about
each topic will be provided.
This will allow for a shared
basic awareness for all
present.

Impacts

A few key impacts for each
topic will be shared. This is
used to highlight how this
topic may affect individuals.
Impacts are often shown in
the form of statistics, or
personal experience quotes.

Treatments

Treatment options will be listed. This is
meant to ensure those who may be in
need of care or support will have the basic
language and understanding needed to
ask for appropriate care.
This is not intended as medical advice and
is only being used to offer insight in how
best to seek care.

Professionals
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Professional options will be listed. This is
to help lower the stigma around helpseeking and mental health professionals.
It will also inform individuals of the
various types of professionals based on
specific needs.

Self-Care

Self-care strategies will be listed. This is
not meant to replace or deter individuals
from medically-focused treatment
options, but as an additional skill to use
when access may not be available.
These strategies are not comprehensive,
but are meant to act as suggestions to
pursue for those needed to add
additional self-care strategies to their
daily practices.

Support

Support will be represented as how to
offer, and ask for support. This
information will also offer ideas on how
to advocate for, or ask for support from
non-professionals and professionals
alike.
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Mental Health

Everyone has mental health.

Mental Health
Basic Information

Mental health is a spectrum of being covering
physical health, mental wellness and illness,
emotional wellbeing, spiritual connectedness,
and interpersonal relationships.
This program combines theories, constructs,
and foundations from both the medical model
of mental health and the socioecological
model. The medical model of mental health is
the spectrum of wellness and illness. This
model includes diagnosis, medically-focused
treatments, and a health-based focus. The
socioecological model focuses on the
individual as they relate to different levels of
social interactions, spaces, and social impacts.

Anyone's mental health can be negatively
impacted at a given time. A mental illness is
defined as a “mental or behavioral pattern that
causes either suffering or a poor ability to
function in ordinary life.” “A health condition
that involves changes in thinking, emotion, or
behavior.”
Prolonged negative change can result in a
diagnosis of a mental illness. Many illnesses
are identifiable after about 4 weeks.
The most common types of disorders
encountered are:
1. Mood Disorders
Major Depression
Bipolar Disorders
2. Anxiety Disorders
Generalized Anxiety
Specific Phobia
Panic Disorder
3. Psychotic Disorders
Schizophrenia
4. Cognitive Disorders
Dementia
Delirium
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Many professionals or organizations may favor
one of these models over the other. The MtMS
program employs a blended-education
strategy in order to adhere more closely to
person-centered programming and education.
In other words, we believe being well can be
addressed both medically and socially
depending on the person and their unique
needs and situation.
Mental health is a spectrum of being that
covers physical health, mental wellness and
illness, emotional wellbeing, spiritual
connectedness, and interpersonal
relationships.
Health can fluctuate, or change, from day to
day depending on life situations, illnesses, and
more. A fluctuation does not necessarily mean
an illness is present.

Impacts

Mental illness affects 1 in 5 people in
America.
An estimated 49.5% of adolescents had
any mental disorder.
Mentally ill persons are more likely to be
the victims of violence than the
perpetrators.

Mental Health
Treatments

Specific treatments for mental illnesses vary.
What is most important to know, when it
comes to treatments, is that no one
treatment is the solution to every person's
issue. This means that many people can
experience the same illness, and find relief
from many different treatments.
The treatments shared in this program will be
the most commonly accepted forms of care,
meaning these treatments have reliably
helped the most people over time.
When discussing medical treatment options
with your healthcare professionals, it is
important that you stay informed of possible
side-effects. We recommend staying in close
contact with your medical professionals
during any medication adjustments, including
new medicines.

Professionals

Professionals can vary across topics, but
many may share similar goals. In the case
of mental illnesses, mental health
professionals will be the most common
recommendation.
While professional care can be ideal, it is
not always realistic based on an
individual's situation. Sometimes money,
transportation, unsupportive caretakers,
or even time can make seeking
professional care impossible. This
program will share volunteer supports in
order to help accommodate those with
barriers. When contacting volunteers, it is
important to ensure they are both trained
and skilled to help.
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Support

It can also be helpful to let those in your
personal life know of any changes in
treatments or care. Informing those around
you can allow them to provide additional
support and awareness of any major or even
concerning changes. This can help both you
and them feel better.
Often people may not tell those around them
about any changes and this can cause
concern. Having a dialogue can be a simple
way to communicate your needs and wishes.

Self-Care

Finally, self-care is a necessary
preventative strategy. Self-care can help
one manage stress, identify
overwhelming emotions, and provide a
standard for how you relate to yourself,
others, and allow them to relate to you.
While not every issue, especially major
mental illnesses, can be solved through
self-care, many crises and lesser
concerns can be. Self-care strategies will
vary depending on each topic.
It is important to note, self-care is not a
replacement for traditional medical care.
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More than Minor Struggles
This program will share basic information regarding a variety of
issues related to our overall wellbeing. It is built into three sections
with the first section being mental health. Each mental health topic
contains information regarding available treatments, information
about professionals, self-care strategies, and various ways we can
offer support.
The second section is dedicated to connection, both interpersonal
and intrapersonal. Each connection topic contains information
regarding basic information, ways to deepen connections, and
strategies for awareness and empowerment.
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The third and final section is dedicated to help. This section covers
how to ask for, offer, and seek out professional help. Each topic
offers insight into how best to navigate the vulnerable and
overwhelming space created when we find ourselves struggling.
As we learn about each topic, be thinking of how these issues may
impact you or those around you. While you may not have
experienced or know about every issue, learning about each will
allow you to raise your awareness, hold deeper conversations, and
influence change in your social worlds.
Most importantly remember, for some, these may be more than
minor struggles but together we can lessen their negative impacts.
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More than Minor Struggles
A Picture is Worth a
Thousand Words...

Throughout the course of
this program, we want you to
consider each of the different topics
we discuss and how you can use
what you know or learn to impact
positive change.
As you progress through this
program, you will be asked to think
of a single word that comes to mind
for each topic and what that word
means to you.
While it is nearly impossible to limit
these topics to a single word, this
snapshot approach can be a helpful
way of both remembering and
deepening our understanding of the

a struggle
summed
up USE OR REPRODUCTION
SAMPLE
NOT
FOR
in one.

impacts these issues have on lives and wellbeing. Even if they
don't necessarily impact us personally.
This program strives to broaden and deepen the mental images
we hold regarding issues many struggle to understand and live
with. How we view these topics can either perpetuate (continue)
stigma, or abolish it altogether.
We all have our own perspectives regarding these struggles, and
by discussing them openly and courageously, together we can
find strength, support, or even solutions.

8

My Snapshot Before
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ORGANIZATION NAME

Problem Solving
Reflection
Group Thoughts
Information/Key Content
Brief Break
Activity
Activity Debrief
Information/Key Content
Final Assignment
Group Thoughts
Closing

5 - 10 Minutes
5 - 10 Minutes
10 Minutes
5 - 10 Minutes
10 Minutes
5 Minutes
1-2 Minutes
5 Minutes
10 - 15 Minutes
5 Minutes

Facilitator Consideration
This session varies slightly from the previous 15 sessions. This is due to it
being the final session of the program. Please take note of changes in
suggested session times.
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Shared experience and celebration of accomplishment are key components of
reinforcing learning and supporting ongoing habits. This session includes a
second Group Thoughts section. During this second section, please allow
participants to share their recovery journeys together. This should be a time
of support and relationship building.

Independent Reflection
Option 1: What does problem-solving mean to you?
Option 2: How are your problem-solving skills?
Option 3: How do you learn new problem-solving skills?

121

Group Thoughts
Ask a participant to define problem-solving skills. What problem-solving skills
should everyone have? How do we learn problem-solving skills? What
problem-solving skills are you good at? Are there any you could improve?
Why is problem-solving important?

Information/Key Content
As you may have realized, you have been doing problem solving throughout
course. You may have already had many of the skills in this program, and you
may not. Hopefully there were new skills and information you learned, or
even new ways to look at things you already knew.
The steps of problem-solving can be applied to almost any situation. Problemsolving steps are define the problem, create possible solutions, consider all the
solutions, and act upon the best solution for the problem. Without any one
step, we might miss something, or even stay stuck.
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Defining the problem means we can identify there is a problem and why it is
a problem. If we can’t clearly identify the problem, we can struggle to create
clear solutions. At this stage, our only goal is to know what the problem is and
why. We do not want to imagine possible solutions until we are sure there is
an issue that needs addressing.
Creating possible solutions means thinking of any and every possible
solution there could be, even ones they may seem impossible. This can force
us to get creative. By getting creative we can sometimes see new ways of
looking at the problem. This can allow us to address it in a variety of ways. At
this point in the process, we are not thinking through steps to address the
problem. We are simply thinking of general ideas.
Considering all solutions means examining which ones are realistic and
doable. Some solutions may be realistic, but not something you would want or
can do. These will need to be marked off your list. You will want to work
through the ideas and think about which ones would best address the
problem based on your needs and goals. Once you have selected one or maybe
122

Weekly Assignment

GOALS

STEPS TO REACH GOALS
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GOAL TRACKER

GOALS

MON
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THU
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SUN
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Weekly Assignment

CELEBRATION ACTIVITIES

MY THOUGHTS
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Relapse Prevention

Independent Reflection

FIRST THOUGHT

MY DEFINITION
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WHAT I MIGHT LEARN

WHAT I DID LEARN

Relapse Prevention
Relapsing is when a person might begin to deteriorate, worsen or decline,
after a period of improving or doing well. Relapsing is a common occurrence
or event that happens when a person is attempting a recovery journey. While
this is most often discussed in substance use spaces, a relapse can happen in
any type of recovery journey. Recovery journeys can center around substance
use, sexual addictions, anger management, gambling addictions, internet
addictions, and an array of other issues that impact the quality of people’s
lives.
Relapsing can happen for a variety of reasons. Reasons for relapse can be
related to relationships, external triggers, mental health issues, guilt, and how
we perceive ourselves and our recovery journey. We can put relapse triggers
into two main categories then, internal (things inside ourselves) and external
(things outside of ourselves).
We can struggle with relapse if we are not in healthy, affirming (supportive),
and recovery reinforcing connections. The people we interact with is
important. If we continue to associate, spend time with, people who are
actively abusing, using, or enacting our addictive behaviors, then we will most
likely struggle to stay in recovery. Simply seeing others enact the behaviors
plays a part on our ability to maintain self-control. While we may think we can
abstain, or resist, overtime our ability to not be included can overwhelm us.
Humans are social creatures; we feel connected when we share activities and
interactions.
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External triggers can include stressful situations or relationships that may
make us feel overwhelmed or powerless. These situations may arise
unexpectedly, or even be patterns of interacting with others. There are times
when we may be able to prepare for these situations, and there are times
when we cannot. Acknowledging this, and making plans as best we can, can
keep us from being completely caught off guard.
Internal triggers can stem from a variety of situations. Feelings of guilt and
shame can often trigger a desire to fall back to previous habits. The old habits
may have brought a sense of comfort and control, and when we feel we are
struggling with control, the habit can look more appealing, or desirable.
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ORGANIZATION NAME

Assignment
Begin to create your recovery journey by reviewing past sessions. Review
your initial goals from the Complacency session. Follow the participant guide
to create a comprehensive recovery journey plan. Begin your Exodus from
addiction and toward Life.
Verses
1 Corinthians 15:33
Do not be deceived: “Bad company ruins good morals.
Proverbs 23:29-35
Who has woe? Who has sorrow? Who has strife? Who has complaining? Who
has wounds without cause? Who has redness of eyes? Those who tarry long
over wine; those who go to try mixed wine. Do not look at wine when it is red,
when it sparkles in the cup and goes down smoothly. In the end it bites like a
serpent and stings like an adder. Your eyes will see strange things, and your
heart utter perverse things.
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Romans 12:2
Do not be conformed to this world, but be transformed by the renewal of your
mind, that by testing you may discern what is the will of God, what is good and
acceptable and perfect.
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Notes
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Weekly Assignment

GOALS

STEPS TO REACH GOALS
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Daily Plan

TIME

RECOVERY

NEEDS/ACTIONS

YES/NO
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Weekly Assignment
TRIGGERS

K N O W N

P O S S I B L E

W H A T

I

C A N

D O
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Early Warning Signs I May Be Sliding

Warning Signs

Coping Skills
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Warning Signs

Coping Skills

When Things Start to Fall Apart

What I

Need

What I Can Do
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What I

Need

What I Can Do

Crisis Plan

Emergency Contacts

Internal Skills

Supports

External Tools
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When I Need Someone to Step In

What I Can Say or Need Said

Renewing Recovery Steps

PRIORITY

RECOVERY

NEEDS/ACTIONS

YES/NO
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Selecting a Virtual Strategy
It is essential to take time to determine which form of delivery style will help you best
achieve your goals. What type of engagement will you want from your attendees? The
following are three to consider.
Meeting Facilitation
Attendees may be part of a cohesive group working toward a singular mission or joint
goals.
The facilitator’s job is to:
1. Host and navigate the session (welcome, expectations and norms,
introductions, purpose, outcomes, transitions, time management, and staying on
task.)
2. Pose and direct guiding questions to bridge and build discourse between and
across attendees or between attendees and a presenter.
3. Monitor attendee expressions, feedback, and engagement in order to ensure
the session encourages open, respectful, and honest discourse.
4. End the session by summarizing agreed upon next steps, highlighting any
standout feedback or input, allow for any additional comments or feedback, offer
thanks to everyone for participating, and close out the session.
5. Facilitators may also be responsible for follow up communications and
coordination depending on their role and its expectations.
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Note that as a facilitator, your voice is the least important. Your role is to encourage,
guide, and remain neutral throughout the session. The focus and attention should stay
on the group and their needs.

Presentations or Webinars
Keep in mind, attendees are usually hoping to gain knowledge and information. The
presenter’s job is to provide content, direct instruction, and to keep the audience’s
attention. Presentations usually take the form of a webinar. Webinars are predominantly
a one-way communication platform with attendees capable of utilizing the chat function
to communicate to the presenter.
The presenter’s job is to:
1. Create the content for the event.
2. Coordinate event information and content needs with the event host.
3. Coordinate technology setup and planning with event host.
4. Deliver presentation and ensure information meets the needs of the audience.
5. Navigate chat and Q&A messages (some events will offer an event moderator
to assist with navigating messages.
6. Provide relevant content and information after the event for Attendees.

Workshops
Workshops are best offered in-person. Virtual workshops can be navigated and hosted
effectively. Truly engaging workshops are the most challenging form of virtual learning
for all involved. High quality workshops should always be coordinated by a team and
facilitated by no fewer than two trainers. Virtual workshops should be mindful of time
and should never entail a full day or even half a day of lecture alone. A workshop is best
utilized to educate attendees, teach practical skills, and provide a two way
communication method.
The trainer’s job is to:
1. Design or implement the program structure, formats, and delivery modes and
methodologies.
2. Provide attendees with relevant information, program content, and virtual
tips/strategies.
3. Coordinate co-trainer roles and expectations.
4. Deliver the program.
5. Moderate attendees engagement, feedback, and discussions.
6. Necessitate attendees needs and expectations.
7. Navigate virtual platforms, virtual strategies, and technology needs.
8. Present practical skills training information and ensure attendees are able to
understand and apply their skills.
9. Provide next steps for attendees.
10. Finalize the virtual session and facilitate a closing segment.
11. Provide relevant content and information after the event for Attendees.
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Coordinating Facilitation
If possible, it is ideal to have a host, facilitator or moderator, and presenter(s) during
virtual events.

Host
The host is the person who represents the event organizers. This person coordinates
and monitors the technology. They are the person to whom attendees can send an
email or chat regarding technology issues, ask content or organizational questions,
coordinates the presenters and facilitators, and works to ensure the event is planned
and runs smoothly. Their goal is to alleviate strain on those directly involved in the trainings.

Moderator or Chat Manager
The moderator is the person who navigates the technology. They should expect to be
online no less than 15 to 30 minutes before the session. They greet the presenter(s),
and ensure their sound and technology are working correctly before attendees get
online. They are responsible for greeting guests, liaising with the host and presenter,
and usually introducing and closing the learning. This person can help presenters with
time management, monitor the chat messages and Q&A for questions and comments,
and add resources during the presentation (polls, links, files, and presentation
handouts). Encourage comments by keeping the chat alive. Respond to attendees and re-asi
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presenter questions. Responsible for live tweeting (or using different social media channel) to
increase awareness of the event as it is happening.

Presenter(s)
The presenter delivers the content and/or moderates the session.

Facilitator(s)
The facilitator should be skilled in reading the virtual room, and engaging the Attendees. A great
conversation will naturally pull people in. They should be leaning towards the camera, nodding
their heads, and sharing their own thoughts and experiences. If the facilitator is struggling to get
Attendees to engage, then they need to adjust their approach or allow someone else the
opportunity to ask a question.
The Facilitator should model answering questions and ensure everyone has an understanding
of what is being asked. Attendees should be given time to process the information. Allow 10-12
seconds of silence after a question is asked before you restate it. Make sure to ask if anyone
has any questions.

Facilitation is not about the person speaking, but about pulling expertise, experience, and
knowledge from the group. Great facilitators rarely share about their own values and opinions as
they understand that it can sway the audience. Their goal is to build an opportunity for dialogue
and guide the conversation to the goal. It should be encouraged that everyone participate in the
conversation, but not demanded.

Additional Roles:
Technical Assistant
This role deals with technical issues arising for speakers and Attendees.

Sometimes the host, facilitator, and presenter roles get combined. When possible, we
highly recommend using a team approach to virtual events, especially when hosting
large groups or workshops.
Virtual Room Management:
Facilitators should also manage time and the Attendees. Ensure that no one Attendee begins to
take over. Allow everyone an opportunity to share and speak. They should also be adept at
handling difficult comments or conversations and then navigate the group back to the task at
hand.
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Pros of Virtual Meetings

Cons of Virtual Meetings

No travel costs.

Negotiating multiple time differences
can be difficult.

Virtual meeting software is
inexpensive and most people are
familiar with it by now.

Technical difficulties or basic skills
knowledge can keep people from
participating at full capacity.

Can bring together people who
would not normally have the
opportunity to meet.

Body language cues, and written
communication can be harder to read.

can be managed and better
Certain formats are not well suited for
SAMPLETime
NOT
FOR
USE
OR REPRODUCTION
utilized virtually.
long time-frames, such as lectures.

Content is more easily provided.

It is necessary to provide multiple
formats and modes for content
delivery.
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Welcome!
On behalf of our staff, I welcome you to ______! You will find our clinic offers a
comfortable space for you to be able to do the work you came here to do. Entering a
new program can be a strange and different experience and you likely have many
questions about the program and what is expected of you.
This handbook has been developed to make it easier for you to become part of our
family here at ________. Please read the information carefully and bring this handbook
with you for your first meeting with a counselor. The information provided will assist
you in adjusting to the program quickly. The guidelines are to be followed by everyone
so that all can attain maximum benefit from the services we provide. We will be happy
to answer any questions you may have after reading through the handbook.
It should be thoroughly understood that the use of this enzyme is in no way intended to
be a substitute for recovery. Rather, it is aimed at restoring your health, removing the
craving for the addictive substance and in assisting you in completely abstaining from
their use as you take the next step in your recovery journey. We highly recommend a
structured aftercare/continuing care program of deepening and practicing one’s
spiritual faith. In addition, we recommend 1-day boosters at 30, 60, 90 days after
treatment. Should you experience increased stress in your lifestyle, additional boosters
can be arranged.
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A therapeutic team comprised of the Medical Director, Therapists, and Nurses will work
with you to set goals that will allow you to improve the quality of your life. Your
progress toward achieving these goals is monitored through observation and feedback
by you. Together, as a team, we will work toward a positive outcome.
Welcome! We can’t wait to get to know you!

2|Page
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1. PATIENT BILL OF RIGHTS
As a patient, or parent/guardian of a patient, at ________, you have certain rights and
responsibilities. Understanding them can contribute to ensuring that you and/or your family
members are receiving quality care in an environment that is ethical and contributes to the overall
quality of your care.
The following is a list of patient rights and responsibilities, which reflect our commitment to you.
A. Your Rights as a Participant in ________ Treatment Services:
1) All persons receiving services from ________, Inc. shall retain all rights, benefits and
privileges guaranteed by Federal, State, and local law.
2) Persons served have the right to be treated with courtesy and dignity, and are entitled to
respect for their individuality, and recognition that their strengths, abilities, needs, and
preferences are not diminished by a mental or physical disability/diagnosis.
3) Persons served have the right to visit the facility with family members and to be notified of
all rights accorded them as recipients of services at time of admission or intake, and in
understandable terms.
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4) Persons
served have
the right toUSE
be treated inOR
the least restrictive
setting to meet their
needs and to be accorded safe, healthful and comfortable accommodations, furnishings and
equipment to meet his/her needs.
5) Persons served have the right to receive services conducted in a manner reflecting quality
professional and ethical standards of practice, and be apprised of the organization’s code
of ethics/conduct.
6) Persons served have the right to access and receive services without discrimination based
on race, color, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, age, religion, national origin,
domestic/marital status, political affiliation or opinion, veteran’s status, physical/mental
handicap.
7) The right to receive services in an environment that are free of corporal or unusual
punishment, all forms of abuse and/or including, but not limited to:
a) Financial abuse
b) Physical abuse and punishment
c) Sexual abuse and exploitation
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UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS
AT LITTLE ROCK
Peer Mentoring

ROLES/EXPECTATIONS
Setting expectations is important
not only for when we interact
with mentees, but also ourselves.
*How would you describe peer
support in two or three words?
*How can you separate your role
as a peer mentor from yourself as
an individual?
*How could a peer you are helping
confuse your role with friendship,
and what can you do to prevent
this from happening?

STRESS FACTS
Everyone is affected by stress.
Chronic or longterm stress can
cause health problems including
memory loss, digestive problems,
headaches, vision problems, mental
health issues, high blood pressure,
heart disease, and more.
A proactive approach to stress
management involves strategies to
navigate and reduce stress.

**What
kind of stress can you
SAMPLE NOT FOR USE OR
REPRODUCTION

MODELING
Peers are often seen as role models
by those they support. It is
therefore important to
intentionally model healthy
behaviors.

expect as a peer mentor?

*How will you cope with this
stress if it occurs?

*What stress could you
expect your peers to be
experiencing?

*How can you share positive
values and opinions about
wellbeing in an appropriate
manner?

*How can you validate and
help them handle this stress
in a proactive manner?

*If you have personally accessed
services, how can you share your
experience in a helpful,
appropriate, and encouraging way?

*What one thing do you wish
you had known before you
started attending UALR?
*Why?

Review of organizational structure with input to include: by laws, mission statement.
Bylaws- template to be provided in order to guide by laws creation. Advised to include board
member qualifying issues for removal, expectations and annual requirements for organizational
support by board members.
Mission Statement- Provide suicide awareness and prevention through outreach and education,
support families in crisis resulting from a suicide and improve mental healthcare accessibility.
Advised to review mission statement every 2-3 years in order to adapt alongside organization
efforts and needs.
Current mission statement could limit grant opportunities due to specificity concerning
language and the limited view of suicide in relation to other fields of prevention. Solutions
could be to include generic or alternative topic language in mission statement surrounding
outreach and education; create explanatory language that highlights the diversity in
programming and efforts; maintain extensive data collection concerning demographics and
populations served through various efforts; and continue to serve a variety of populations.
Review top Fortune 500 Companies for guidance on vision statement creation.
SAMPLE
NOT FOR USE OR REPRODUCTION
Grant SuggestionsBegin compiling outreach and activity data including demographics work to get past year
information. Create or find data collection sheets to be used by all organizational members who
are interacting in any capacity with community members.
LogoBusiness Plan to Follow

BLUEPRINT
MY NEEDS DECODED

WOULDN'T IT BE EASIER IF WE ALL
CAME WITH BLUEPRINTS?

Now we can.
Mental health and wellbeing are often complex and difficult subjects
STRESSORS
to
broach. These Issues are further complicated by the unique needs
of every person and the various factors Influencing their preferences,
experiences, and lives.

SAMPLE NOT FOR USE OR REPRODUCTION
A blueprint Is a tool used In architecture that guides the design and
construction of a man-made structure.
This Is your blueprint developed by you for those people In your life
that can offer support, comfort, or care during stressful, difficult, or
unexpected periods of your life.
The goal of any blueprint Is to create them so anyone can read,
understand, and reproduce the Intended outcome. Your blueprint Is
made by you, for those you choose to share It with.
Designed by you, for you.
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BLUEPRINT
MY NEEDS DECODED

INTERNAL STRATEGIES
These are the skills, tools, and actions I can take
on my own to help meet my needs and care for
myself during times of higher than normal stress.
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

MY PLACES
These are the places or activities that help me feel recentered and clear my mind of concerns so I can reset
myself mentally, emotionally, or spiritually. These should be
places that are realistic to access both geographically and
economically.

_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

WHAT HELPS ME
These are the things another person can do that will help me
If I am struggling, under extra stress, or needing someone to
help me during a period of concern.

STRESSORSNOT FOR USE OR REPRODUCTION
SAMPLE
These are the life problems that weigh more on
my wellbeing than most. This could be work
related problems, personal relationship Issues,
financial concerns, and more. These specific
Issues add more stress and can be harder for me
to handle than other Issues.
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

WHAT I WANT YOU TO KNOW
These are the things I would want you to know If I reach out
and ask you for help.

_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
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_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

MY PEOPLE
These are the people I talk to or communicate with when I
am needing Input, to problem solve Issues, or to simply
have someone listen to my problems. They may be people
who I only speak to about a certain area of my life, or they
may be someone I can talk to about anything. The key Is
that they know me, are nonjudgmental of my life and
Issues, and I feel safe sharing with them.
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

